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II. Progress Report

This progress report will focus only on papers completed, or nearly completed,

duringthelastyearunderthisgrant.Inthosecaseswheretheworkistocontinuetobe a

focusofresearchduringthecomming years,thefollow-ondiscussionisgiveninSec.rtr.

Work whichhasbeendone,butwhichhasnotyetbeenwrittenup,willbediscussedonly

in Soc. m.

A Covariant, Chirally Symmetric, Confining Model ofMesons (F. Gross sndl. Milana).

In this paper we develop a technique for modeling confinement which is consistent

withchiralsymmetry andwhichalsoisexacdycovariant.The followingrearm-cshave

beenincorporatedintothemodel:

(i)Mesons arcviewedasboundstatesoftwoconstituentquarksthatcanbeoff-shelL

Inthissense,the model isa simplegeneralizationof thenon-relativistic(orsemi-

relativistic) models of Isgur and his collaborators, 3 but the relativistic propagation of off-

shell quarks includes some additional contributions from q-qbar pairs.

Cd) Exact co_ance is achievedbyworkinginmomentum space,wher_ non-localities

andenergy_ndences canbemintedcomparativelyeasily.
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(iii) The confining potential is made up of a constant part, which permits an adjustment

of the overall energy scale, plus a relativistic generalization of the linear part known to

emerge, in the quenched approximation, from lattice gauge calculauons, t° In particular,

the potential is constructed from a "leading" q--a term, regularized by subtracting the

leading singularity at q2__ 0. The form of the potential is derived directly from a

consideration of the non-relari vistic linear potential in momentum space.

(iv) The spin dependent structure of the confining potential is chosen to be consistent

with ch/ra2 symmetry. The simplest case of"chiral symmetry under the U(I )xU(1) group is

explored. It is further assumed, in the spixit of the Nambu Jonas-Lasinio (NJ'L) model, tt

that the symmeu'y is spontaneously broken, giving the quark a constituent mass which

arises dynamically from its self interaction with the confining forces. The pion then

em_ges naturally as the Goldstone boson associated with this dynamical symmetry

breaJdng, and its non-zero mass also emerges as a natural consequence of the symmetry

_g introduced by the small barn quark mass tram in the QCD Lagrangian.

The quark mass, m, can be. scaled out of the relativistic equations, leaving a

reina.h-ring dependence on two dimensionless parameters: C (the strength of the constmlt

hat.faction), and cyo = o"/m 2 (where cy = 0.2 (GEV) 2 is the stmnght of the linear

confining interaction). Numerical solutions ax_ _ven for the case when o"o = 0.02,

cot_sponding to heavy qua2,ks with a mass of about 3.5 GeV. Only prel;.minarym,,_tlts am

given for the interesting case of cyo *, 1.0.

(i) Covaria,nt Quark. Model of Pion Structure _,

(ii) Permrbarive Gluon Fr,change in a Covariant Quark Model of the Pion

(iia')Current Conservation and Interaction Currents with Relan'vistic So,parable Interactions

(iv) Quark Model with Relativistic Separable [nteractiona and the Pion Form Factor

(H. Ito, W.W. Buck, and F. Gross)

A convenient way to model the quark structure of ha_ons is to introduce covariant

Bethe-Salpeter wave functions which describe the momentum dependence of their

constituent quarks. The general form of the wave functions can be infered from general

_inciplcs, with parameters introduced to permit the detailed size and shape tobeadjusted
_

so that the wave functions give the correct result for a few observaoles caJculatcd from
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them. Once the wave functions are known, they can be used to predict a number of

additional observables.

In the first of these four papers, 12the parameters of a model wave function for the

pion were fit to its charge radius, charge form factor, and weak decay constant, f_r' One

novel feature of the functional form chosen for the model wave function is that the quark

propagators are absorbed, so that the wave functions have no quark singularities and hence

describe a bound state in which the quarks are truly confined. In order to get a non-zero

value of f_r, this requires that the resulting wave function be a combination of 75 and

_ spin invariants. The 27 decay of the n"° and the asympotic form factor for the

+ or° -'_ 7 transition are then estimated. In the second paper, the same wave

function is used to calculate the perturbative one gluon exchange (OGE) contributions to the

pion charge form factor. A reasonable discription of all of these quantifies is obtained, and

it is found that the (3GE dominates above Q2 = 10 (GEV)2.

To introduce dynamics into the model, the wave functions are regarded as the

solution of a Bethe-Salpeter equation with a separable kenlel. To insure current

conservation, interaction currents must now be introduced, and the third paper describes

how such currents can be constructed by minimal substitution directly from any separable

interaction. These currents turn out to be very complicated for the general case treated in

the first two papers, and hence to carry this program to completition, we make a new ansatz

for the structure of the pion (and rho) wave function, and recalculate the pion form factor,

this time including the hew interaction current and the rho meson dominance contribution

(calculated in a way which is consistent with the rest of the calculation). We find that the

interaction current and rho dominance contributions both are opposite in sign from the

impulse diagram. The model provides a detailed example of how ali of these contributions

combine to produce the f'mal result.

Polarization Observables in Deuteron Photo- and Electrodisintegration (V. Dmitrasionvic

and F. Gross).

The measurement of polarization observables promises to reveal many details about

the structure of the electromagnetic current, and the hadronic wave functions and scattering

amplitudes, and is essential to any attempt to completely determine ali 18 independent



helicity amplitudes which dest._,oe deuteron electrodisintegration. ",'his paper gives exact
,,

formuiae for the cross section, including cases when the electron beam, deuteron target, or

outgoing nucleon (either proton or neutron) are polarized, in any combination.

In the case when the hadrons are unpolarized, there are five strucrare functions

which can be measured (the "fifth" structure function requires a polarized electron beam).

If the hadrons are polarized, it turns out that each of these 5 functions can be expressed as a

sum of i8 independent terms, the f'trst of which is non-zero when the hadrons are

unpolarized and the remaining 17 of which depend on certain hadron polarizations, for a

total of 5xl 8 = 90 observables. Furthermore, there are four more structure functions

which are less familiar because they are zero for unpolarized hadrons, but, when the

hadrons are polarized, each of these also depends on 18 independent terms for a total of

4x18 = 72 new observables. The combinations of hadron polarizations which contribute to

the last four sums are completely independent from the combinations which contribute to

the first five sums, and hence the 162 observables separate into two classes, refered to as

class I and class II observables. Theoretically, the two classes of obse_ables are

distinguished by their transformation properties under parity.

One interesting conclusion, which emerges from this systematic study, is that even

though "only" 35 real functions completely determine the deuteron electrodisintegration

process, measu.,--ingali of the 162 real functions which can be obtaisaed from a study of

polarized recoil proton,s, polarized deuterons, and polarized incident electrons, in all

possible combinations, would still not completely determine these 35 functions. At least

one measurement of a neutron recoil polarization is essential for a complete determination.

Of more practial importance is the fact that many measurements are not independent, and

the complete analysi:_ given in this paper may help to determine the impact of any new

proposed experiment.

Undeterrnining the Pion Form Factor at high Q2 (C. E. Carlson and J. Milana).

For over a do_r, years it was believed that the pion electromagnetic form factor was

known, and the data suggested that asymptopia had set in by Q2= 2.0 (GEV) 2 and

perhaps as early as Q2 = 1.0 (GEV)2. Whereas this interpretation of the apparent scaling

behaviour of the pion electromagnetic form factor has been recently seriously

questioned 13.1'_and also found to be reproducible by nonperrurbative models, 12,15 the

i0



status of the actual deteLrnination of the form factor itself has remained unquestioned.

However, unlike the case of, say, the nucleon, in which one has a stable target and thus an

unambigous initial state, the pion is short Livedand must thus be initially created it, the very

process purporting to measure its electromagnetic properties. Thi_ lack of a clean initial

state was the focus of this study.

Results for the pion electromagnetic form factor at moderate or high spacelike

momentum transfers come from16
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The data is analyzed in terms of nucleon and pion pole diagrams. One argues that if the

kinematics are chosen so that the variable Itl (t - the virtual mass squared of the off-shell

pion in the pion pole diagram) is small, the pion pole diagram dominates and the measured

result depends only on known kinematic factors, the form factor gn6tN(t) evaluated near t

= 0, and the pion electromagnetic form factor F_(Q2). Taking g_viv(O) from pion-

nucleon scattering, the value forF_Q 2) extracted and Q2 in the range from 1 to 4 GeV 2

(where the upper bound reflects limits set by the experimenters themselves) is found to be

consistent with the expected power law dependence predicted by pQCD, 17F z_Q2)

1/Q 2.

This analysis is subject to criticisms which question whether F_ has been truly

determined for large Q2. These criticisms stem from the size of Irland from the calculated

size of competing reaction mechanisms. In this paper it is found that, because of hitherto

uncalculated processes in QCD, the pion electromagnetic form factor is not well enough

determined at high Q2 to compare with the expected scaling prediction of QCD. Instead, it

concluded that the best way to get information about the pion distribution amplitude is to

study _ producaon - a surprising result as the electromagnetic form factor of the _ is

zero!

The reason for this conclusion comes from the fact that, at large Q2 perturbarive

QCD introduces competing reaction mechanisms. An important such mechanism is one

where a single quark interacts with the virtual photon, producing a pion through gluon

decay before the quark itself is reabsorbed by the nucleon. There is hardly any overlap
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between this QCD processes and the pole diagrams usually used to extract the pion form

factor, and thus one caaa meaningfully compare calculations of the two. In the paper the

relative size of these two mechanisms are estimated, and it was found that not only could

they be comparable in the case of x +production, but that the competing QCD processes

should dominate in the case of x ° production. This happens because while the pole

diagrams couple to the entire charge c,f the pion, the QCD graphs do not and are thus

roughly comparable in either the case of no or a. production.

These results suggest a whole host of experiments. In particular, for neutral

mesons, the competing pQCD diagrams give significant electroproduction. This provides

an indirect way of measuring the distribution amplitudes of the K_, r/°, pO. Some

uncertainties can be eliminated by taking ratios of K°, r/°, po, production to the _ at

similar values of Itl. These measurements, particularly since they can be done at higher

Q2/v, should be well suited to the capabilities of CEBAF.

Model Solutions of Regularized Relativistic TransPort Equations (J. Milana and P. J.
Siemens)

In this work, a continuation by Joe Milana of a project initiated by Phil Siemens, 18

the Green's functions of an effective meson-nucleon field theory are solved numerically

using integro-differential equations. The goal of this work is to develop a transport, theory

of nuclei which can be used to unravel the Bevalac data and to quantitatively predict the

meson physics to be expected in ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions. In this second paper,

the formalism developed in Ref. 18 (in which the Schwinger-Dyson equations for the n-

point Green's Functions are closed using the Migdal approximation 19 for the two part

irreducible 4-pt function) is applied to the simplified model case of scalar and fermion fields

interacting in free space via either a scalar or pseudoscalar interaction.

In the process, a new regularization scheme that preserves unitarity and is adaptable

to the computer was developed to handle the divergent integrals involved in the formalism.

This new scheme is effectively an adaption of Euclidean cutoff (generalized to an arbitrary

cutoff function with finite cutoff parameter) to numerical computation. A new scheme was

necessary because self-consistent numerical solutions were being sought for the various

Green's functions, thus precluding the possiblity of simply rotating into Euclidean space to

evaluate the integrals since without analytical results, one can not m general rotate back into

12
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Minkowsl_ space and deterrmnc the rea.i and imaginary, parts of these mteg;ra.ls. The new

method developed for this situation effectively amounts to judiciously combining

dispersion relations and spectt-a.I consents with a Wick rotadon in order to presctwe

tmitm=i_ and Lorentz invariance.

The bulkofthiswork wasdon_atOregonSiamUnivcrsitywithPhilSicmcns.lt

was complctcdhcr_atW'tlliarn& Mary. The manuscriptisunderr_ricwbyPhys._,cv.C.






